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High Concept: 
Now in Color is a 2D side-scrolling puzzle-platformer that involves coloring tiles in a 

specific pattern in order to beat the stage. 
 
Summary: 

Players will take the role of a crystalline being that is trying to colorize television 
programs.  They will do this by many means of traversing platforms to color them in a certain 
way.  As players move through the level they will touch colored beams of light to change their 
current color to correctly color platforms or pass through barriers. 
 
Game Mechanics: 

The movement controls are fairly standard platformer controls with W, A, S, D to move 
and space to jump.  The main mechanic that makes our game stand out is the color-changing and 
platform-coloring mechanics.  The player can change their color by moving into beams of 
colored light allowing them to pass through certain barriers and color platforms that they step on. 
The player loses when they die after losing all of their lives and wins when they successfully 
color the platforms correctly. 
 
Characters: 

Player Character - a crystalline being with a nice hat that can absorb light to change their 
color and uses that to colorize TV programs. 
 

 
 

Bugs - different types of bugs that have made their way into an old TV set that function 
as enemies. 
 



 
 
Environment: 

The environment is based on the inside of a TV with some backgrounds inspired by early 
color TV shows.  Exposed wires would function as hazards and bugs that have made it into the 
TV set as enemies.  There will also be some buttons that will cause certain places to open up and 
allow for more platforming options.  
 
Puzzle Example: 
 

 
The Player would be a default color, unable to move through the pink barrier without changing 
to the pink color first. Same situation for the blue. The polygon is collectible. This is an idea of 
what the first level would look like as a tutorial.  


